
Suggest:
YOUR EXPERT NATION founder, Bridget 
Marmion, is a publishing marketing veteran.

and I’d give your years in the business

cirrent 
convention is 
unhyphenated 
unless its an 
adjective

could you put 
the same 
amount of 
space 
between the 
open bullet 
and the text 
as there is 
between solid 
bullets and 
text? This 
looks tight to 
me



cap C/I/O here





listed on 
800CEOREAD as a 
blog, so it should be 
the same here.















not sure what this is- 
spell out?











Text

Text

BJG Publishing Services
TextBox
Text

BJG Publishing Services
TextBox
I'm not reading this one-  I'll read the new one.







BJG Publishing Services
TextBox
c/lc ital for titles as elsewhere?





, and 





Riordan’s books, and the A Series of 
Unfortunate Events books





















































Are

who /     s / hasn’t

ing





: / 



is

BJG Publishing Services
TextBox
space ellipses . . . - there should be a equal space, before, between, and after 



on
an

of / like

posts go

on

the

use to

them

on how to

e/ before you 

with a Marketing Planning Package.

BJG Publishing Services
TextBox
Bridget: this is kind of awkward - suggest:
If you're brand new to social media, you'll leave the session having had an introduction to what's available, as well as clear instructions on how to observe each platform for a short time in the most efficient way while you decide how you want to get yourself and your brand out there with the right tone, on the right platform.

BJG Publishing Services
TextBox
create live link for MPP





BJG Publishing Services
TextBox
I think all these Just ask, please asks, should be live links that take you to the contact page





       /     ing

various

the // the author

BJG Publishing Services
TextBox
suggest:
Let us outline our ideas for how you can best keep your fans up-to-date via your blog, or keep your tweets flowing while you concentrate on finishing the new book.

BJG Publishing Services
TextBox
Bridget, should this be: Provide a plan for the campaign, and implement any assigned tasks. 



BJG Publishing Services
TextBox
Mike, please try to keep Add-ons on one line.





BJG Publishing Services
TextBox
Bridget:
Not clear why you would give both work and personal email, isn't work sufficient? Do you really want all that emial in both places?
Also, not clear why your mailing address and the Getting Started address is different. Will people be meeting with you at the 22nd St. address? 
 If you want it separated that way, I would still suggest adding Your Expert Nation under your name in the mailing address, and above the address for the Getting Started location.





for /on

engaged audiences

: /

BJG Publishing Services
TextBox
Bridget,
Just checking, are you allowed to use the logos here without permission?

BJG Publishing Services
TextBox
Bridget:
Your VPs bio is all first name, and yours is all last name. Since you are Bridget@yourexpertnation, shouldn't you be Bridget here? 



t /









BJG Publishing Services
TextBox
but is he president now, is he? If he was appointed in 2003 and held it for nine years, then it sounds like he's not there anymore.



and





















and

BJG Publishing Services
TextBox
Mike, can you move text right so it's not out there all alone?




